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Let (a, G, U) denote a continuous isometric representation of the Lie group G 
on the Banach space a. Further let g” denote the Cm-elements of the representation 
and (l.l(” the corresponding C,-norm. We prove that if K; $m +-+B is dissipative 
and satisfies the Lipschitz condition Il(U(g) KU(g)-‘-K)all <c (gl. llalll, aE&,, 
(gl < 1, then its closure K generates a CO-semigroup of contractions T. Moreover, 
T leaves invariant the Lipschitz spaces which interpolate between % and 3,. 
0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (g, G, U) denote a continuous isometric representation of the con- 
nected Lie group G by linear operators U acting on the Banach space 9. 
Further let ,?& denote the subspace formed by the C,-elements of the 
representation and II . Iln the corresponding C,-norms. Then define a linear 
operator K to be a Lipschitz operator if K, W, H a and 
INad W))W)4l Gc Id. Itall (*I 
for some c > 0, all a E gn, and all g in an open neighbourhood of the iden- 
tity,‘e.g., for all g with (gl c 6, where 6 r 0. Our main result establishes that 
the closure R of each dissipative Lipschitz operator K generates a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup T. This generalizes a similar result 
previously obtained for unitary representations of G [Rob2, Theorem 3.11. 
In addition we prove regularity properties of T on B, and extend those 
previously proved for unitary representations. 
Note that the term Lipschitz operator is used because (*) is equivalent 
to the condition 
II(W) KU(g)-’ - U(h) KU(h)-‘) all <c’ Id-‘I . II4 1 
for aeBm and Igh-‘I-CC% 
(**I 
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The above theorem incorporates and extends many well-known but 
seemingly disparate results. We mention, for example, the following three 
theorems whose common features motivated our interest in discovering a 
unified description. 
1. THE CAUCHY-PICARD-LINDEL~F THEOREM. This theorem states that 
if 1, ) . ..) I,, are bounded continuous real-valued functions over R” satisfying 
the Lipschitz conditions 
suP Ini(X)-Ai(Y)lllx-Yl Gccco 
lx - yl < 1 
(1.1) 
then the set of coupled non-linear differential equations 
dxi(t) 
-=ni(xl(t)9 *-7 xn(t))P 
dt 
x(0) =x (1.2) 
has a unique continuous solution, for each x E R”, satisfying the group 
property x(s + t) = x,(t), for all s, t E 03 (see, for example, [Hil, Chap. 21). 
2. THE GLIMM-JAFFE COMMUTATOR THEOREM. There are various 
formulations and refinements of this result but the original theorems [GlJ, 
Ne12] involved a unitary group U(t) = exp{ iHt ) on the Hilbert %’ with 
H > 0, and a symmetric operator K from Za = n,, , 1 D( H”) into %I = D(H) 
satisfying the commutator bounds 
Il@dH)Wbll <WWI + Ibll), UEx&. (1.3) 
The conclusion is that K is essentially self-adjoint. (A recent description of 
Hilbert space results of this nature and a full set of references to related work 
are given in [Rob2]. See also Section 7.) 
3. THE GOODMAN-JORGENSEN THEOREM. Let (B,G, U) be a general 
continuous representation of G, not necessarily isometric, and denote by dU 
the representation of the corresponding Lie algebra 9 obtained by dtfferentia- 
tion of U. Furthermore let K be an operator from Ba into W, satisfying 
lK4 G c lbll I (1.4) 
lItad dU(xig)) .*. (ad dU(xJ)(K)4 <cl” ll41 (1.5) 
forsomec,l>O,andalla~~~, b=l,..., d,undn>l, wherex, ,..., x,isa 
basis of 9. Then Goodman and Jergensen [GoJ] prove that the analytic 
elements of the representation are analytic elements of K. Hence of K is 
dissipative its closure generates a contraction semigroup. 
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It is evident that our theorem implies this last statement for isometric 
representations and it also contains the Glimm-JafIe theorem because an 
operator K on Hilbert space is symmetric if, and only if, +iK are both 
dissipative. The relation with the Cauchy-Picard-LindelSf theorem is, 
however, less transparent. This follows because (1.2) has a unique solution 
with the group property if, and only if, the closure of the partial differential 
operator 
K= i niajaxi 
i=l 
(1.6) 
from Cc( R”) into C,(W) generates a continuous group of *-auto- 
morphisms r of C,(W’). If this is the case then one has the connection 
(~,f)(X) =fb(t)) 
because one verifies that 
= f, Ji(x(t)) V(x(t))/axt= (rtKf)(x). 
i= 1 
But if U denotes the action of R” as translations on C,(W) the Lipschitz 
condition ( 1.1) gives 
in terms of the usual supremum norm 11. II and the C,-norm Il.11 i. Thus the 
Cauchy-Picard-Lindelof theorem follows from the application of our result 
to the representation (C,(W), R”, U) and the operator (1.6). 
The foregoing examples are only a selection of the broad variety of 
integration theorems involving a dissipative operator K which commutes or 
“almost” commutes with a representation of a Lie group. Many more 
results of this nature have been discussed by Bratteli in Chapter 2 of [Bra]. 
Typically, however, all the known theorems place restrictions on the space, 
or the group, or impose very strong commutation relations between K and 
the group action U. The advantage of our theorem is that it is valid for 
general Banach spaces and general Lie groups and it identifies the weak 
commutation, or Lipschitz, property (*) as the basic requirement of an 
integration theory. 
The proof of our main theorem is based upon two general lines of 
reasoning, the singular perturbation and regularization methods introduced 
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in [Robl] and subsequently developed in [BaR, Rob6], and the theory of 
Lipschitz spaces constructed in [Rob4, Rob6]. Basically there are four 
steps to the proof and after a preliminary discussion of notation, etc., in 
Section 2 these are described in successive sections. The proof can be out- 
lined as follows: 
Step 1: Regularization of K 
This is a standard procedure which involves the replacement of K by an 
operator 
Kf= s &f(g) U(g) KU(g)-‘, G 
wherefis a smooth positive functionf which is integrable with respect o 
the Haar measure dg. Commutation properties of K and U are improved 
by this procedure but it is important that the regularization of a closable 
Lipschitz operator is again a Lipschitz operator. 
Step 2: Regularization of i4Y 
This is a less standard procedure except in special contexts. It consists of 
introducing a U-invariant Banach space 3$, the Lipschitz space, which is 
a subspace of 93’ containing &?r and which is continuously embedded 
between 3J and 9r. The corresponding representation (A$, G, U,) obtained 
by restricting U to 33,, is always more regular than the original representa- 
tion; its differential structure coincides with the differential structure 
defined by each Laplacian 
A = -i dU(Xi)2, 
i= 1 
where again x1, . . . . xd is a basis of the Lie algebra 9. Now it is important 
that each Lipschitz operator K maps 93a into gY. Moreover, the Lipschitz 
condition (*) leads to an analogous commutation property for the 
regularized operator K, with A. For example, one has 
IlW4W&4l,~c” Ilfll(l141y+ I141y)~ aE-@L, 
where II f I( is an appropriate &-norm. 
Step 3: Integration of the Regularized System 
Singular perturbation techniques [Robl, BaR, Rob61 are used to show 
that the closure KY of the regularized operator Kf on 9$ generates a 
continuous semigroup T/. Basically one establishes that (I+ .&,) has a 
bounded inverse for all small E > 0 by proving that the operators 
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(I+ &(/?an + IQ-’ are bounded for some large n 2 1 and all /I > 0 and 
then using approximation techniques for the limit p --f 0 based on the com- 
mutation properties of A and K,. 
Step 4: Removal of the Regularizations 
This procedure consists of first extending Tf from aY to W and then 
taking a limit of the Tf as f converges in an appropriate fashion to a point 
measure on the identity of G. This second step exploits the smooth action 
of the regularized semigroups, e.g., T/B, E 99, if f is sufficiently smooth. 
The proof can be simplified for unitary representations of G by combina- 
tion of the methods of [Rob21 and the above regularization procedure for 
K. In this case it is unnecessary to introduce the Lipschitz spaces because 
the differential structure of unitary representations i automatically regular. 
This is discussed in Section 7. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If (98, G, U) denotes a continuous representation of the connected Lie 
group G by bounded linear operators U on the Banach space a we define 
dU(x), for each x in the corresponding Lie algebra 8, to be the infinitesimal 
generator of the one-parameter group t E [w H U(efX). Then, fixing a basis 
x1, . . . . xd of 9, we define the C,-elements of (9, G, U) as the subspace 
J%l= (7 D(dU(x,,) . . . dU(x,)). 
1 s il. . . . . in d d 
This space is a Banach space with respect o the C,-norm 
where the seminorms pm are defined successively by p,(a) = llall and 
p,(a) = sup pm- l(dU(.da), aEL!&. 
1diCd 
It is also convenient to use the notation .4Yo =W and I( .I1 o = II .II. It then 
follows from these definitions that one has continuous embeddings 9# = 
.9a~2W12i?a~2 .*-Bnz? -.. and the Cm-elements of the representation 
form a Frtchet space with respect o the topology induced by the family of 
norms {ll.II.; n>O). 
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The subspaces $I,, are norm-dense in 93 and as a consequence of the 
group structure each 93” is U-invariant. Moreover, the restriction of U to 
93,, is (1. I/.-continuous and in particular it follows that there exist IV,, 2 1 
and 0~20 such that 
IIw)4, G MP’g’ Ml,, acSJn, gEG. (2.1) 
We will mostly be interested in the case that ($9, G, U) is isometric but 
even then one usually has A4,, > 1 and o, > 0 for n 3 1. 
Ifa~(O,l)andq~[l,~],ora=landq=~,theLipschitzspace~~,, 
is defined [Rob41 by 
%,q= {a~.% gEG\e++ lgl-” IIt1 - Vs)bll E&f& lgl-d;4)), 
where g E G H I gl E R + is the distance of g from the identity element e, as 
defined by Girding [car], dg denotes left-invariant Haar measure, d is the 
dimension of G, and B, = { g E g; ( gl < 1). The aa,, are Banach spaces with 
respect o the norms 
I141a,q= Ibll + jB, & Id -d(lgl-” IIU- (i(d)all 
( 
l/q 
3 
with an obvious modification if q = co. Moreover, the g=,, are invariant 
under the action U of G and if q < co the restriction U,,, of U to 9Ya,, is 
II .Ilcqq -continuous (see [Rob4, Theorem 4.11). In addition W, c a1 c .S?Jq, 
and am is (I . II .,,-dense in .9a,q whenever q c co. These continuity and 
density properties are not necessarily valid if q = co and since they are 
essential for some of our results we restrict attention to the case of finite q. 
Since in the sequel it suffices to deal with one fixed pair a E (0, 1 ), 
qE Cl, cc ), we simplify notation by using y to denote the index pair (a, q) 
and then By=9%,p, ll.IIy= ll.IIa,q, and U,= U,,. 
One can associate a C,-structure with the continuous representation 
(BY, G, 17,) and we denote the corresponding C,-spaces by 9& and their 
norms by 11. Iln;y. It is useful to note that dU,(x) is the restriction of dU(x) 
to the domain 
(aEW1; dU(x)a&$,) 
and more generally .%$,;? consists of the a~ 2?,, such that dU(x,,) .-- 
dU(x,)a E S?,, for all il, . . . . i, = 1, . . . . d. 
There is a second characterization of ?#? in terms of the heat semigroup 
S, or rather the heat semigroups. Let 1 denote the closure of the Laplacian 
d 
A= - c dU(x,)* 
i=l 
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associated with some fixed basis x, , . . . . xd of 8. Then a generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup S which is holomorphic in the open right half-plane, 
and which is contractive if the representation (9, G, U) is isometric. 
Moreover, S has strong smoothing properties with respect o the differen- 
tial structure properties associated with the representation. For example, 
S,W c B’, if t > 0. Now it follows from Theorem 3.1 of [Rob41 that 
.4&,= (aeL!iJ; tb+-a’2 IIU- St)4 E &(W; (0, 1))) 
and in addition I( . (1 yis equivalent to the norm 
aw [la/If= Ila(J + 1: dt t-‘(t-a’2 l~(Z-s,).~~)q)l’q. 
( 
(2.2) 
Note that 11. IIF depends upon the particular choice of S, i.e., the choice of 
basis x1, . . . . xd, but of course B$ is basis independent. 
One corollary of this second characterization of a,, is that S leaves 9YY 
invariant. Moreover, since q < co, the restriction of S to BY is a I( . I(,,-con- 
tinuous semigroup whose generator is the 11. II,-closure of the Laplacian 
A, = - 5 dU,(xi)2. 
i=l 
In fact A, is already closed, but this is not at all evident. It follows because 
one has bounds 
llal12iy < 4dllAy41, + I141y), a E WA,) 
for some 6, > 0 on the Lipschitz spaces [Rob4, Theorem 6.31. It is these 
bounds, and their analogues for the norms II.Ij 2n;y, n > 1, which reflect the 
added regularity of the Lipschitz spaces in respect o the action of G. They 
will be discussed in more detail in Section 4. 
There are a number of other characterizations of BY, in terms of S and 
the differential structure of the representation, or as interpolation spaces 
between 9 and W,, which will be needed in the course of the subsequent 
proofs. These can all be found in [Rob4, Rob51 and we will refer to them 
as required. 
3. REGULARIZED OPERATORS 
In this section we define and discuss the regularization of closable 
operators from gm into g. Then we proved that the regularization of a 
closable Lipschitz operator is still a Lipschitz operator. Next we examine 
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the improved commutation properties of smooth regularizations. Finally, 
we prove that dissipativity is invariant under a positive regularization. 
Isometry of the representation is irrelevant except in this final context. 
We begin by introducing the appropriate classes of regularization 
functions. 
For each o>O set L,= L,(dge o Igl; G) and let 11. (Iw denote the corre- 
sponding norm. Thus 
The left regular representation L of G on L, is defined by the action 
mT)fM) =f(g-w~ g, h E G. 
This representation is continuous and since Ihl d lgl + jg-‘hi it follows 
that 
IIm)fll,~~“‘g’ Ilfll,. 
One can associate with (L,, G, L) a differential structure by the general 
method outlined in Section 2 and we denote the corresponding 
C,-subspaces by L,;, and their norms by 11. IIo;n. Regularization of 
operators K; ~$9~ H 9? will be defined for f E L, whenever w is sufficiently 
large. If f E L,;, it will be referred to as a C,-regularization and if f is 
positive as a positive regularization. 
Next we discuss the detailed definition of the regularization process. 
If K; ~49~ H ~3 is closable it follows from the closed graph theorem that 
there is a k 3 1 and a ck > 0 such that 
IIKull G ck lbllk (3.1) 
for all a E ~$9~. This observation is based upon the fact that B’, is a Frechet 
space. Next one has 
II(W) fwg)-‘- U(h) KW-‘Ml 
d II( W))Wg)-‘4l+ IIW)~(wY-‘- U(h)-‘Ml 
G II(W)- U(h)) KU(g)-‘all 
-+c,&,eWo’h’ Il(u(g)-‘- u(h)-‘)allk, (3.2) 
where we have used (2.1). Therefore, since U( ak is II . II k-continuous, it 
follows that g H U(g) KU(g)-‘a is norm-continuous. In addition 
I( u(g) KU(g)-lull < ckhfoi&fke(w+ok)‘g’ Ilullk. 
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Therefore if f~ I,,, where o > wO + ok, then I$ is defined as an operator 
from 9’, into L% by a strong integral 
&a= s G&f(g) U( ) Khv~. 
Moreover one has bounds 
analogous to (3.1), where the value of k is unchanged and c; is independent 
off. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be u closable Lipschitz operator. Then each 
regulurizution K, , with f E L, and w sufficiently large, is also a Lipschitz 
operator. Moreover, there is a c’ > 0 independent off such that 
IlW~kM~f)41~c’ Ilf Ilo~Igl~I1411~ aE%, lgl < 6. (3.3) 
Proof. The proof is based upon two lemmas. The first establishes that 
the conditions (*) and (w) are equivalent to analogous global properties. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K, Brn H S7. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. there is a c>O such that 
IW ~kHW)4l <c Id. ll4L UE&O, Id <a, 
2. there is a c’&O such that 
IIwk)wg)-‘-04l Gc’ lgl. llall1, UEW,, If.4 <‘d, 
3. there are 1, p 2 0 such that 
lItad Ug))WMl Glep’g’ It4 . 11411~ a~%.,, gEG, 
4. there are I’, p’>O such that 
Il(W7) ~~(g)-l-Wll Gl’eP’Igi Id . 11411, a~?+?~, gEG. 
Proof. 1 o 2 and 3 o 4 because 
(ad U(g)W)a= -U(g)(U(g-‘)KU(g)-K)u, (3.4) 
(u(g) KU(g)-’ - K)a = -Wg)(ad UW’))(K)a, (3.5) 
Id = lg-‘I and IlU(g <M,exp{w, 14). 
580/85/l-I3 
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It is evident that 3 =E- 1and 4 => 2 hence it suffices to prove 2 * 4 and for 
this we may assume Jgl> 6. But if lgJ E [nS, (n + 1)6) with n > 1 one can 
find a decomposition g = g, g, “+gn+ i with lgil < 6. Then setting 
z7,=1, rr,= fi mz,) 
i=l 
one has the identity 
Therefore condition 2 leads to the estimate 
Il(wT)~m?-‘-04 Gc’d i lln,ll ~Ilq3I,+4l1* 
p=o 
Now Ilr;r,ll G MO exp{oopd} and ~~Z7;‘ll i GM, exp{o, pa}. Therefore 
II(U(g)KU(g)-‘-K)ull <c’6A40Ml(e(w+U1)6- 1)-l e(Wo+0’)(“+1)6 llalli
if o,+w, >O and 
Il(u(gw4g)-‘-04l Gc’6MoM,(fi+ 1) Ml, 
ifwo+o,=O.But (g(an6>6andhence(n+1)6i2Ig(.Thusinthefirst 
case one has an estimate 
II(W) ~Uk)-‘-Odl G~‘ePigi lgl . 11411 
with p =oo+ol and in the second a similar estimate with p =O. Thus 
condition 4 is valid. 
The second lemma gives a growth estimate on the function g- (8). 
LEMMA 3.3. There exist 12 1 and ,u 2 0 such that 
Ihgh-‘I il (gl eplh’ 
for all g, h E G. 
ProoJ: Define d(g)= lhgh-‘1 then d(g)< lgl +2 IhI. Moreover 
dk,gd= l(hg,h-‘)(k,h-‘)I <dk,)+d(g,). 
Now suppose ) gl E [nS, (n + 1) 6 ) for some 6 > 0 and some integer n 2 1. 
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Then there exist g, , . . . . g, + 1 with 1gi(<6 such that g=g,gz.e-gn+l and 
n+l 
d(g)< 1 4&) 
i=l 
~(n+l)suP{d(g);Igl~~} 
<2n(6+2 IhI)< lgl exp(2 IWS). 
Thu the bound is established for all go G with lg( > 6 and it remains to 
obtain a similar bound for g in the ball B, = {g E G; I gl < S}. This will be 
achieved in several steps. 
First, fix a basis x1, . . . . xd of 8. Then each x E 9 has a unique decomposi- 
tion 
x= f &Xi 
i=l 
and we introduce a metric on 9 by setting 
lx1 = i IAil* 
i=l 
Second, let JV be an open neighbourhood of the origin in g which is 
mapped diffeomorphically into an open neighbourhood J? of the identity 
in G by the exponential map. Choosing 6 suflkiently small one may assume 
B, c 4. Hence for each ge B, there is a unique x E .N such that 
g=exp{x}. Moreover there is an I= l(6) 2 1 such that 
1-l l-4 < IgIG 1x1 
for all ge B,. 
Third, for general y E g there is a positive integer n such that 
exp { y/n > E B, and hence 
leYl <n Jey’“l < 1 1 yl. (3.6) 
Fourth, 
heyh-’ = exp{ (Ad h)(y)}, (3.7) 
where Ad denotes the adjoint representation of G on 8. But since h H Ad h 
is a representation of G on the finite-dimensional vector space 9 there exist 
~21 and pa0 such that 
l(Adh)(y)l <K Jyl ep”“, hEG, yap. 
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Finally, if g E B, and x E .A’” are such that g = exp(x} then combination 
of these estimates gives 
IW-‘I = lexp((Ad h)(x)}1 
G k I (Ad h)(x)l 
Therefore 
< kx 1x1 ep I” ,< khc ( gJ t?’ Ih’. 
Ihghk’l <klx IgJ ePtht 
for all g E B, and h E G. Hence the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Now we are prepared to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Since 
(ad U(g))(U(h) KU(h)-‘)a = U(h)(ad U(h-‘g/z))(K) U(h)-‘a 
one has 
lItad W))(W) KU(h)-‘Ml < 1 II W)ll . II W-‘)I 1 ep wghi V-‘gd . II4 1 
for lgj < 6 by Lemma 3.2. But 11 U(h)11 < M, exp(o, (h( }, 11 U(h-‘)(I 1 < 
M, exp{w, IhI}, Ih-‘ghl< 1 JgJ exp(p IhI>, by Lemma 3.3, and (h-‘ghl < 
lgl + 2 Ihl by elementary considerations. Therefore 
lItad U(g))(U(h)KU(h)-‘)all <c’k”“” lgl . 11411 
for I gj 6 6 with c’ = llMOM, eps and p’ = p + ,U + oO + u1 . Consequently 
lItad Uk)W$Ml <c’ Ilfll; lMll 
for all a E a?‘, whenever o B p’. 
Next we examine smoothness properties of the regularizations. 
PROFQSITION 3.4. Let K, denote a C,-regulurizution of a closable 
operator K; 29, H B with f E L,. Then Kram E 29” and 
for UN UE~~, m<n, and y1 ,..., y, E 9. Consequently, if K is a Lipschitz 
operator and o is sufficiently large there is a C” 3 0, independent off and n, 
such that 
lItad dU(xi,) ..-ad dU(xim))(K~)all Gc” Ilf IIwim--l. II41 
for all uEk8),, m < n, and ii = 1, . . . . d, where x, , . . . . xd is a basis of 9. 
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Proof Since K, satisfies the bounds (3.2) and U restricted to ak is 11. (Ik- 
continuous it follows that 
lim Kf(Z- U(e”))a/t= I$dU(y)a 
t+0 
for each ae W, and y~g. But 
(I- Uk)V$a=Kf(Z- Uk))a- (ad U(gW$b 
and 
where 
(ad Uk))(Kf)a = j dhf(h) u(g)(W) KU(h)-’ 
G 
- U(g-92) KU(g-‘h)-l)a 
= u(g) KigfaT 
But it follows from (3.2) that f H Kf a is continuous and consequently 
lim(ad U(erY))(Kf)a/t= -KdLtyjfa. 
t-0 
Combining these observations one concludes that K,a, c BI and 
dub) K/a = K#J(y)a + &L(y)fa 
for all a E g’, . The first statement of the proposition follows by iteration of 
this argument. 
The second statement follows because K, is a Lipschitz operator by 
Theorem 3.1. Moreover 
(addU(yl)~~~addU(y,))(Kf)a=(addU(yl))(K,,,y,,...,,ym,r)a (3.8) 
by the above, and 
IIW Wy)W&4l = pi0 IIW ~(efy)M~f,Mlll~l 
Gc” Ilflll,~ II41 
for all a~99,, y E 8, and all Cl-regularizations fi E L,, by (3.5) and (3.6). 
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In the sequel we will deal with C,-regularizations of Lipschitz operators 
in which case the estimates will be valid for all m = 1,2, . . . . Next we exploit 
these estimates to obtain bounds on commutators of K, with the Laplacian 
A = - ~ dU(Xi)* 
associated with the basis x1, . . . . xd of g. Using the combinatorial relation 
(ad A2)(B) = (ad A)2 (B) + 2(ad A)(B)A 
and the simplified notation Xi = dU(xi), Dj = dL(x,) one finds 
(ad Al( = - 5 {(ad Xi)(KD,,)a + 2(ad X,)(&) Xiu} 
i= 1 
(3.9) 
i=l 
for a E aa. But the double commutator of A and K/can be calculated with 
the aid of the second expression in (3.9) as 
(ad A)* (K])a = - 5 i(ad A)(K,y/)a+ 2(ad d)(K,/) Xia 
i=l 
whenever f is a C,-regularization. Now it follows from the structure rela- 
tions of 9 that (ad A)(XJ is quadratic in the Xi. Using this observation 
together with (3.9) one deduces that (ad A)* (K,)u can be expressed as a 
finite linear combination of terms of the form (ad Xj)(K,)b, where g = f, or 
DiJ DiD,f, DiD,Dlf; and b = a, or Xja, XjXka. Then one deduces from 
(3.7) that there is a c1 > 0 such that 
for all a E G,ga and all C,-regularizations f~ L,. Alternatively, using the 
second expression in (3.9) one can express (ad 4)’ (Kf)a as a finite linear 
combination of terms K,b, where g and b take the same set of values as 
above but in addition g can also be a fourth derivative of J: This then 
allows estimation of (ad A)3 (&)a for C,-regularizations by the same 
method. This process leads to the following conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let Kf be a C,-regularization of a closable Lipschitz 
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operator K with f E L,, and w sufficiently large. There exist I, ~2 0, and 
independent off, such that 
Il(ad~YW,)4l <W’ Ilf IIw~~n-I~l141n+I 
for all aEgm, all n2 1, and allf: 
(3.10) 
These bounds will be crucial for the discussion of generator properties of 
the regularized K/ in Section 5. Note that in this context is it tempting to 
use the Goodman-Jorgensen theorem mentioned in the Introduction 
together with the estimates (3.7) to deduce that the analytic elements of the 
representation (9, G, U) are analytic elements of Kf . But there are two 
problems with this approach. First, one does not generally have an 
estimate 1) Krall < cr llall i and second, one does not have bounds 
Ilf lI,;,-1~c,~;~ Even if K satisfies the former bound the latter are only 
possible for a restricted class of G, e.g., for abelian groups. This follows 
because these bounds would imply that f is an entire analytic element for 
the left regular representation on L,. But there are groups which have no 
non-zero entire elements. 
We conclude this section with the remark that dissipativity properties are 
unchanged by regularization with positive f, but for this isometry of 
(~8, G, U) seems essential. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (B:, G, U) be an isometric representation and 
K; BW H 98 a dissipative, hence closable, operator. Then each positive 
regularization K, of K is dissipative. 
Proof Since K is norm-densely defined dissipativity is equivalent to the 
requirement that Re o(Ka) >O for each aE99, and WEB* such that 
w(a)= \lo(l . Ilall. But then using the isometry of U 
two W))(WcV’a) = da) = lbll . lkll = 11~0 %)ll . II U(g)-‘4 
and hence one must have Re o( U(g) KU(g)-‘a) Z 0. Finally, since f is 
pointwise positive 
ReW+)=J dgf(g)Reo(U(g)KU(g)-‘a)~0 
G 
and consequently K, is dissipative. 
4. LIPSCHITZ SPACES 
In this section we first prove that Lipschitz operators K automatically 
map @:, into the Lipschitz spaces &$ discussed in Section 2. Then we 
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discuss the improvement of commutator estimates for their C,-regulariza- 
tions on the k&$. Finally, we prove that dissipativity properties of positive 
C,-regularizations Kr transfer to A$. We restrict our attention to 
Y=(~,q)~@,l)xCL~). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a closable Lipschitz operator then Kg, E 93,, and 
K is 11 .I/ ,-closable. 
Moreover, there is a cy 2 0 such that 
IIW UkMKf)all,~cc, Ilfllo;I. lgl . l1411;y (4-l) 
for all a E am, (gj < 6, and all C,-regularizations f E L, with w sufficiently 
large. 
Proof: First K satisfies the bound (3.1) and hence 
IIV- u(g)) Ml < ck IV- Vg))allk + c lgl . llall 1. 
But if P represents an m th-order monomial in the operators Xi = dU(xj), 
where x,, . . . . xd is a basis of 8, then it follows from the structure relations 
of 9 that 
IWYZ- U(g))4 6 IIV- Wg)) rail +I lgl . l141m 
for some 120 and all aE93*, Ig( <6. Thus 
II(Z- Vg))Kall <c,sup II(Z-U(g))X”al( +cJIgl. Ilallk+c (gj. l/allI, 
where the supremum is over all monomials of order less than or equal to 
k. But X”aE93,523’, andgHIgll-CLEL,(dgIgl-d;B,). Thus KA?,s&$,. 
Since gY is continuously embedded in a the II . II ,-closability of K on a,, 
follows directly from the closability of K on 9. 
Next it follows from the identities (3.4) and (3.5) together with the 
continuity of U restricted to SYY that (4.1) is equivalent to 
II K/U(g)-’ -Kfb41,Gcb Ilf Iloil. lgl . lbll~;, (4.2) 
for a E S& and I g( < 6. We will prove (4.2). 
First 
II(U(g)KfU(g)-‘-K,)bll Gc” Ilf llcw.lgl .llbll, 
for b E ~8~) (gl < 6, by (3.3) and the continuity of U. But 
u(g) K$Jk-l-K,= -K,+f, 
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where again d,f=f- L(g-‘)f: Therefore 
IIV- W))(W) &-,m-‘-Kfbll 
Gc” Ilfll,.lgl . IIU- W)blll + lItad W))WAgfbll 
Gc” IlfII,~lgl~Il~~-~~~~~~ll,+~” Il~,fIl,++Il4ll 
by (3.3), for UESY~ and lgl, Ihl c 6 by the structure relations of 8. 
Moreover 
llq-IL~C” It4 . Ilfllw;l 
for some c”’ > 0 and all I gl > 6. Therefore one obtains an estimate 
Since Ilull I d [lull Ii7 and I( J-11, d 11 S(Jo;r this establishes (4.2). 
Remark 4.2. It follows from (3.1) and the estimates at the beginning of 
the above proof that there is a ckiy such that (IKuJI, <ck;? llullk;y for all 
a E grn with the same value of k as in (3.1). Similarly from (3.2) and (3.3) 
one finds II&-u(l,<c;;, Ilfll,. IIuII~;~ for all UE&J~. 
Next we examine estimates for the multiple commutators of the dU,(xi) 
and the associated Laplacian A, with the regularized Kf on .%$. These are 
obtained from (4.1) by the same arguments used to obtain (3.7) and (3.10) 
from (3.3). But since the norm of fin (3.3) is replaced by the C,-norm of 
f in the comparable condition (4.1) on .?t?? one obtains a slightly different 
result. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let K be a closable Lipschitz operator. Then there 
exist cb, I,, puv 2 0 such that 
IW dUy(xil) ...ad dUy(xin))(K~)ally Gcb Ilfll,;, . llall iy 
Il(adA,)” Wf)41yQ~,~; Ilfllo;2n~I141n+I~y 
(4.3) 
for all a E Bm, all i, , . . . . i, = 1, . . . . d, all n ~1, and all C,-regulurizutions K/ 
of K, with f E L, and o sufficiently large. 
Note that since U = U, and A = A, on a’, and J&G@, E W, , because f is 
a C,-regularization, one can replace U, by U and A, by A in (4.3). 
The new feature which makes the estimates (4.3) on BY more useful than 
their counterparts (3.9) on W is the fact that the differential structure on 
g,, is determined by the Laplacian. Specifically Theorem 6.4 of [Rob41 
establishes that 
ll~llz;~ < &,(llA4ly + IMI,) (4.4) 
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for some a,;, > 0 and all aE&kYa. Since one obviously has a bound 
l141y Gd I1412;,, aeg,, 
this demonstrates that 11. I(2;y is equivalent to the graph norm of A for any 
choice of A, i.e., for any choice of basis x,, . . . . xd. Now it follows from (4.4) 
and the structure relations of 9 that one has analogous bounds 
llal12,;, 6 L~y(IlA”4y + I141y)~ aEa, (4.5) 
for all n > 1 (see [RobS, Sect. 51). Thus one immediately arrives at the 
following conclusion. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.3 there exist 
A,,;? 2 0 such that 
Il(adA)“(Kf)all,~I,;, llf llo;2n(Il~n’41y+ Ml,) (4.6) 
for all aEBm, n 2 1, and all C,-regularizations f E L,, where n’ is the 
smallest integer satisfying n’ > (n f 1)/2. 
The bounds (4.6) are the first essential ingredient for the application of 
the integration results of [Rob61 to the regularized K,-. But one also needs 
dissipativity and for this it is necessary to consider positive regularizations 
and isometric representations. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (@‘, G, U) be an isometric representation and K a 
dissipative Lipschitz operator on .SJ8. 
It follows that there exists a b, 2 0 such that KY + b, (If IJo;,Z is dissipative 
on S$ for all positive C,-regularizations f E L,, with o sufficiently large. 
Proof Since f is positive K, is dissipative on .@ by Lemma 3.6 and this 
is equivalent to the bounds 
II(I+P&bll 2 llall (4.7) 
for all a E gm and /i > 0 (see, for example, [BrR, Proposition 3.1.141). Now 
we will prove dissipativity of K, + b, II f IIw;, Z by establishing that similar 
bounds hold on aY. But for this it is convenient o use the characterization 
of gY in terms of the heat semigroup S and the corresponding norm 11. I(,” 
defined by (2.2). 
It follows from (4.7) that 
(1 +Bb) llall < II(I+ P(J++ bO)all 
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and 
(1 +P) IIU-S,Ml G II(Z-S,)(Z+B(Kf+bZ))all +B lItad ~t~Wfbll 
for all a E @‘m and /I, b 2 0. Therefore by the Holder inequality and the 
definition (2.2) of II .\I F one obtains the estimates 
(1 +Bb) Ibll;~ llu+Bwf+md; 
+ p j1 dt t-y-Q 
( 
l/q 
II (ad ~t)(~f)41 ” . (4.8) 
0 
Next since S,g c .?J’, if t > 0 one has 
(ad S,)(J+)a = -I1 ds S,_,(ad d)(Kf) S,a 
0 
for all UE~,. Therefore one obtains the bound 
from Proposition 3.5. (Note that since we only need (3.9) with n = 1 it 
suflices that K, is a C,-regularization.) Consequently 
(,d dt t-‘(trOL’* II(ad S,)(K,)U~I)~)~‘~ 
GAP Ilfll,;1 j’d ( o t t-1 (t-“/2 j’ds lls3~l12)q)“q 
<2cr-‘Izp llfll,;, (j’ dt tr’(t’-“* lls,oll,)~)l’q, 
0 
where the last estimate follows from the Hardy-Littlewood inequality. But 
Theorem 3.8 of [Rob41 establishes that 
l/q 
UEL2++ dt t-‘(t1-a’2 IIS,U~\~)~) 
defines a norm equivalent to II . I( y or (I . II f. In particular there is a b, such 
that 
dt t-‘(t-OL’* II(ad S,)(K,)UII)~) 
l/q 
Gb, Ilfllo,l. Il4; 
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for all aE BY,, and py is independent off: Combining this with (4.8) one 
finds 
for all a E W,, and B, b 2 0. Therefore choosing b = 6, 11 f I( Oil one con- 
cludes that the dissipativity criterion (4.7) is satisfied for KY+ bZ with 
respect o the norm 11. IIf. 
Note that the norm II . II f depends upon the choice of basis used to define 
the Laplacian A and the semigroup S. Therefore b, as calculated above also 
depends upon this choice. But dissipativity of an operator on gY is a basis 
independent concept and one can replace b, by the value obtained by 
taking the infinum over all bases. 
5. INTEGRATION THEORY 
In this section we discuss the integration theory of positive C,- 
regularizations of dissipative Lipschitz operators acting on the Lipschitz 
spaces. The principal result is the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (g, G, U) be an isometric representation, K a dis- 
sipative Lipschitz operator, and K, a positive C,-regularization of K, with 
f E L, and w sufficiently large. Further let A denote the Laplacian associated 
with some basis x1, . . . . xd of 8. 
It follows that the 1) . II,,-closure of /IA + KY on the Lipschitz spaces ~?2$, 
generates a (1. II,-continuous semigroup Tf, for each /I 2 0. Moreover, 
Tf&9,,;? ~a,,;? for all n 2 1 and the restriction of Tf to B,,;? is 1). II.;y-con- 
tinuous. 
Proof: Let S denote the heat semigroup generated by 3. Then S is con- 
tractive because (9, G, U) is isometric. But the second characterization of 
the Lipschitz spaces given in Section 2 shows that S%?,, E 9$ and the restric- 
tion of S to +, is I(. II,-continuous, because q < co. But S is holomorphic in 
the open right half-plane, by the work of Langlands [Lanl, Lan2], and it 
then follows that the restriction SI + is also contractive and holomorphic 
in the right half-plane. The latter property is a consequence of estimates 
such as 
Il~S,allf < Il~S,II . llall f, aEgm, t > 0. 
Let A, denote the generator of the restricted semigroup. Then 
A,, = - i dUy(xi)’ 
i=l 
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or, alternatively, A, is the restriction of 2 to the domain D(A,) = 
{aEBynD(a); Ja&$). 
Now the idea is to apply Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.5 of [Rob61 with 
the space W, semigroup 0, and dissipative operator K, identified with gY, 
Sl,~ and the closure of K, + b, 11 f Il,ilZ, respectively. For brevity we will 
denote this latter operator by K,. It is a dissipative operator on ?+Y,,, for 
sufficiently large b,, by Theorem 4.5. It remains to verify the boundedness 
and commutation properties required for K, by Theorem 4.3 of [Rob6]. 
First, since K is a Lipschitz operator there are a k 2 1 and a c;;, such 
that 
IIK/4lyG;y Ilfll,. lbll,c;,, aEW, 
by Remark 4.2. Therefore the operator K,, i.e., the 11. )(,-closure of 
K, + b, 1) f (1 o, r 1, satisfies an estimate 
IIQ4ly~4;, Ilfllo;l. Ilallk;y, ae99,. 
Consequently, by (4.5), one has bounds 
II@4l,Q%,, Ilfllm;,(ll~k’41,+ Iblly) (5.1) 
for all a E gY, where k’ is the smallest integer satisfying k’ > k/2. But as A, 
is a generator one also has bounds 
IlJMy G ~,:,(Il~;4, + IbllJ 
for all m < n and all a E D(A;). Therefore one concludes from (5.1) that 
&At’) sD(K,). In particular condition 1 of Theorem 4.3 of [Rob61 is 
satisfied with K = K,, H = A,, and for all n > k’. 
Second, since S$% c_ g’, for t > 0, and K,.SJ’, G g’, , one has the iterated 
Duhamel identity 
(adS,)“(K,)a=IIds,...Sr k S,,-,,- -,,,,(ad A)” (f$) Ss,+ +,ma 
0 0 
for all UEL%~. Therefore 
G A,;, lIfllo;~mWm’41y + Ml,) tm 
for all a~@~, where m’ is now the smallest integer satisfying m’ 2 
(m + 1)/2. In particular m’ Q m and m’ < m for m > 3. These last bounds 
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extend, however, to all a E D(dt’) by closure and one then concludes that 
condition 2 of Theorem 4.3 of [Rob61 is satisfied whenever n > k’ v 2. 
In light of these observations both Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.5 of 
[Rob61 are applicable with the above identifications and one deduces from 
the latter result that the I( . /[,-closure of /Id + K,+ b, 11 f JJWG1l generates a 
continuous contraction semigroup on 9$,, for each j3 > 0. Thus the Ij.II ?- 
closure of jd + Kf generates a continuous semigroup Tf on 9$,. Moreover, 
since the cited results in [Rob61 can be applied for arbitrarily large 
values of n one also deduces that TfD(dy) ED for all m = 1,2, . . . . 
But D(dlJ) =9*m;y because of (4.5) and hence TJBz,,,;y ~39~~;~ for all 
m = 1, 2, . . . . Now since these observations are true for all m > 1 it follows 
in particular that TfB,;, E .?+Jaiy. But then one can estimate the growth of 
Tf with respect o the norm 11. (Iniy because 
+ j’ds IIT;-“(adXi, . ..Xi”)(Kf) T{u/(, 
0 
for all a~@~, i,, . . . . in= l,..., d, and all n > 1, where we have set 
Xi = dU,(xi). Therefore by reexpressing the commutator of the product as 
a linear combination of multiple commutators (see [Nell, Lemma 2.11) 
and using (4.3) one obtains 
Hence by iteration one finds bounds 
11 T{u(J.;, < Il~ll,,:~ e’dn;y’if”w*n 
for all a E $9a and n > 1. Since Bimiy is II .(I,;,-dense it follows that TfBn;, E 
91i,,;y for all n > 1 and Tf is II .I) .,,-continuous in restriction to A!$,;?. 
Finally, we remark that it follows from the above proof that 
i.e., the growth of Tf on 99,, is determined by the C,-norm off: Therefore 
it is not evident that one can remove the regularization with respect to f 
on &$,. 
6. MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we prove the generator theorem for Lipschitz operators 
mentioned in the Introduction. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let (W, G, U) be an isometric representation and K a 
dissipative Lipschitz operator. It follows that the closure i? of K generates a 
continuous contraction semigroup T with the property that T9$ s B,,, for all 
y= (~1, q)E (0, 1) x [l, co), and TI, is II.II,-continuous. 
Proof: The closure of the operator H B,f = j?d + K, generates a 11. II?-con- 
tinuous semigroup, by Theorem 5.1, for each j? 2 0 and each positive C,- 
regularization f: In particular (I+ EH~,~) g)m is 11 .I/,-dense in 99,, for all 
small E > 0. But A!$ is continuously embedded in W and & is norm-dense 
in 39. Therefore (I+ &HP,,) 99W is norm-dense in SJ for all small E > 0. But 
A is dissipative because the representation is isometric and K, is dissipative 
by Lemma 3.6. Therefore H,, is dissipative, for b > 0, and its closure 
generates a continuous contraction semigroup TB*f on g by the Hille- 
Yosida theorem. 
Next our aim is to remove the regularization f by taking a limit over an 
appropriate sequence of regularization functions. In general our method 
only works for the case /I = 0 and hence we now specialize to this case, and 
set Tf = T OS< Subsequently we will discuss situations in which a conclusion 
can be reached for fi > 0. 
The proof of the generator property of R is in four steps. First, we 
choose a family S>OH f, of positive C,-regularizations in L,, for all 
large o, such that f, + 6, the Dirac measure, weak* in C,(G)* as s + 0. 
Second, we argue that the semigroups Tf converge strongly in this limit. 
Third, we prove that the limits obtained in this manner define a continuous 
contraction semigroup T. Fourth, we demonstrate that the generator of T 
is the closure of K. 
Our choice of the regularizing sequence is dictated by the heat semigroup 
S generated by the closure J of the Laplacian A. Given S there exists (see 
[Nell, Sect. 81) a convolution semigroup p of positive functions of norm 
one in L,(dg; G) such that 
and pI + 6 as t + 0 weak* in C,(G)*. The semigroup p depends upon the 
basis x,, . . . . xd of 9 chosen to define A but not on the representation. 
Moreover, the kernel p is the solution of a heat equation (see, for example, 
[Nell] or [BGJR]) associated with the left regular representation of G on 
L,(dg; G) and by hypoellipticity [Hiir, Jar] it is a Cm-function on Rx G, 
except at the singular point 0 x e. In addition Nelson’s estimates [Nell] 
establish that pI E L,(dg e” Igl; G) for all o > 0, for each t > 0. Therefore we 
can now consider the family of contraction semigroups { Tps; s>O} 
generated by Kp,. 
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In order to prove strong convergence of the semigroups Tps as s + 0 we 
begin with the Duhamel estimate 
II(Tf’- TP”Ml <f;du ll(K,,-K,>) Tfall 
where a E 9Sm. Note that this is valid because TPSGiYm E W, by Theorem 5.1. 
But 
Il(KP,--K)bll ~j./um II(U(g)KU(g)-‘-K)bll 
<I’ I & PA81 IA @’ Ig’ ll4ll G 
for all b E 9Y1, by Lemma 3.2. Hence setting 
&,=r 
s & b(g) Id ep’ Ig’ G 
one arrives at the bound 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
11(71’-TJ.)alI~lE,+&,)Iddu IITMI,. 
But E, -+ 0 as r + 0, and E, + 0 as s + 0, by the estimates of [Nell], or 
[BGJR]. Moreover, the Tpr are contractions and 39m is norm-dense. 
Hence strong convergence of Tp as s + 0 follows once we prove that 
I)T~a(l, is uniformly bounded for s and u in finite intervals of (0, co). 
Again we use a Duhamel estimate 
IIXiTWl G IlXiall + J: dr Illad Kps)(xJ T$4 
for uE9Ya, where Xi = dU(x,). This is justified because TPs.SY, E 9& and 
Kpsg E W,. Then it follows from (3.3) that 
II TWI 1 6 II4 1 + c’ IIp,ll, 6 dr II TPII 1 
for sufficiently large o or, by iteration, 
IITiWll G 11411 exdc’u Ib,Il,~. (6.3) 
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But Jjp,(lo is bounded uniformly for s in finite intervals of (0, cc ) by 
[Nell, Lemma 8.11. Therefore 
lim TTa = T,a 
s-0 
exists for all a E 98 and t > 0. 
The third step is to prove that the limits {T,; t B 0} form a continuous 
contraction semigroup. Contractivity and the semigroup property follow 
immediately by construction but it remains to prove continuity, and for 
this it suffices to prove continuity at the origin. 
Let a E gm then 
because K satisfies (3.1) and U satisfies (2.1). Therefore in the limit s + 0 
one obtains the bound 
Since 9Yim is norm-dense, and T is contractive, this implies strong continuity 
at the origin. 
Next we argue that the generator k of T is in fact the closure R of K. 
We begin by noting that if a E PJm then 
(I- Tp)a/t = t-’ 1’ du TfKpsa 
0 
from which it follows that 
(I-T,)a/t=t-‘S’duT,Ka. 
0 
Therefore R G k. Now set q = sup{ c’ IJpsJj o; s E (0, 1) }, where c’ and o 
have the values occurring in (6.3). Then for s E (0, 1) and E E (0, q - ’ ) 
choose a Riemann approximation 
b,,= i hie-‘lTf;b, 
i=O 
where O<to<tlct,< . . . and hi=ti+,-ti, such that 
O” lim b,, = 
m s 0 
dt e-‘Tf;b = (I+ EKJ’ b. 
580/85/l-14 
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In addition arrange the approximation to ensure that 
lim E hie-‘~eEqf~= (1 -Eq))‘. 
LI i=O 
Then for a E D(k) set b = (I+ .&)a and choose b, EW, with the property 
116, - bll --f 0, as n --) co. Finally, set 
b n,s,o = i h,e-“T$b,. 
i=O 
Since TPS9Ym ~g’, it follows that bn,r,oE ga. But 
lim lim lim IJb,,, 
n-ms-10 0 - all = nl~mm fi_mo II(Z+ sRpJ1 b, -alI 
= lim II(I+ER)-~ b,--aI/ 
n-02 
d lim llbn-bll =O, 
n-rm 
where the second step uses the resolvent convergence of Rpz to k, which is 
a consequence of the strong convergence of TPJ to T and the Trotter-Kato 
theorem on semigroup convergence. Next one has 
II (I+ W bn,,, - 4 G E II(K- Kps) L,,ll 
+ Il(~+~~~~)b,,,,,-b,ll + II&,-41. 
But lib, - bll + 0 as n + 00 and 
lim llU+ &Kp,) b,,. - b,ll = 0. CT 
In addition using (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), one finds 
II(K-Kp3) b,,,ll GE, i hie-*‘eovtf Ilb,ll1. 
i=O 
Therefore 
lim lim IIW-Kps) b,,,Jl ~ri_rn~~~(I-~-~ llb,II1 =O. s-o s7 
Combining these estimates gives 
lim lim lim II(Z+ EK) b,,,, - bJ( = 0. 
n-.02 s-0 cs 
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This establishes that a E o(R) and & = ka. Thus Rz R and this combined 
with the previous conclusion gives K= g. Therefore 13 is the generator of 
the contraction semigroup T. 
Finally, we prove the regularity properties of T. First fix ae W, then 
IIU- U(g)) TM 6 IIV- W))4l + IIW W))(T?bll 
6 IIU- Q)bll +c’ ll~,ll,~lgl . lkllI w{c’r IIP~II,) 
for IgJ < 1, by another Duhamel estimate using (3.3) and (6.3). Therefore 
IIU- u(g)) TPII G IIU- Vg)bll + ve“’ Id . lkll 1 
for all SE (0, l), where once again q=sup{c’ IIpsllo; SE (0, l)}. Now in 
the limit s + 0 one obtains 
IIU- u(g)) T,all G IIU- W))4l + v” Id . llall 1. (6.4) 
It follows immediately that T$iYm E ?+$,. Moreover, by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem one concludes that 
lim IITf’%- T,ully=O, UEL?&. 
S-+0 
Next we remark that ~8~ is an interpolation space between 9 and g1 
[Rob4, Theorem 4.11, and hence it follows from the contractivity of Tps on 
9 and (6.3) that there is an M, 2 1 such that 
IITM, <My@” Il4, 
for all a E 2JY and s E (0, 1). Therefore, using the above convergence, 
IIT,all,= lim lITf~ll~<M~e~~~ llally 
S-+0 
(6.5) 
for all aeW,. Since 2t?m is (I . II ,-dense in A$, and A9? is continuously 
embedded in 9, it follows immediately that TL?+$ E g7. 
The II . II ,-continuity of T then follows by noting that for a E 9Jm one has 
an estimate 
IIU- Wz)W- T,bdl 6 2 IIU- U(g))all + wq’- lbll 1 
analogous to (6.4). Hence II(Z- T,)ull y -+ 0 as t -+ 0 by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem. But %9m is dense in ~28’~ andthe continuity 
is a consequence of (6.5). 
There are two interesting questions left unanswered by Theorem 6.1 and 
its proof. 
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Question 1. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 one has 
Kgm E gi does it follow that T%?, c 97i and Tj I, is II.II ,-continuous? 
Question 2. Does it follow from the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 that the 
closure of /?d + K, with /I > 0, generates a contraction semigroup TB such 
that TB98,, E g), and TB I aY is I( . II ,-continuous? 
The first question has an afIirmative answer if G is one-dimensional 
[BaR, Rob61 or if (SJ, G, U) is a unitary representation [Rob2]. It can 
also be answered positively if one has the additional conditions 
II@ Vg))(ad dU(xi))(K)all Gci lgl . ll~lll (6.6) 
for all UE~~, (gl < 1, and i= 1, . . . . d. Then by a slight elaboration of the 
previous arguments one can prove that IIT+- T,ull 1 + 0 as s + 0. 
Alternatively one has the following result. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Adopt the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 but further 
assume that 98 is reflexive. 
Then K.%, E gl, TS?, E T I *, , and T I d, is I( . II ,-continuous. 
ProoJ: The proof is based on the observation that if V is a continuous 
one-parameter semigroup with generator H on a reflexive Banach space W 
then a E D(H) if, and only if, 
SUP IIV- ~,bw < cc 
lE<O.l) 
(see, for example, [BrR, Proposition 3.1.231). This, together with the 
Lipschitz condition and (3.1), allows one to prove that KSY, c C!&. 
Moreover using this characterization of the D(dU(x)) and (6.3) one 
establishes that T99, c Wi. Then II .I) i- continuity follows immediately. 
Now consider the second of the above questions. 
At the beginning of the proof o Theorem 6.1 we established that the 
closure of the operators HP,/ = pd + K, generates continuous contraction 
semigroups T@,/ for each /I 2 0 and each positive C,-regularizationf: Then 
it is tempting to try to emulate the remainder of the proof of Theorem 6.1 
and take a limit over the sequence of regularizations f = ps. The problem 
is to obtain an analogue of (6.3). This can be achieved if 99 is a Hilbert 
space, and this will be discussed in the next section. Alternatively one has 
the following partial result. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let (@, G, U) be an isometric representation of an 
ubeliun group G on a reflexive Bunuch space a and K a dissipative Lipschitz 
operator. Then the closure of PA + K generates a continuous contraction 
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semigroup TB for each j?> 0 and each Laplacian A. Moreover, TB?& ~93, 
and the restriction of TB to S$ is I( . )I ,-continuous. 
Proof Let S be the contraction semigroup generated by a and Tf the 
semigroup generated by the positive C,-regularization K, of K. Then 
IIS, 1 G II4 1y aEal, 
because G is abelian and 
Il~~~ll~~ll~ll~~~p{~‘~ Ilf II,} 
in analogy with (6.1). Therefore if TBVf is the semigroup generated by the 
closure of /?A + K, it follows from the Trotter product formula and 
repeated use of these bounds that 
IIU- U(dxn)) T~3f41/~ = Jimrn lItI- ~(efxl))(SBslnT~,)“all/t 
G lim SUP II (SbsIn T$J”4l 1 
n+m 
G II4 l ew(c’s Ilf IL>. 
Since %? is reflexive this implies TB,f&#I c W, and one has the estimate 
llT?f411 G IbIll exp{c’s Ilf II,}. 
The remainder of the proof then follows the line of reasoning used in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. 
Note that since TB93, c&9’, it follows by interpolation theory that 
TB&$ s a,, for all possible y including those with q = co. Moreover, since 
TB I p, is 1). II ,-continuous then TB I BY is )I . II ,-continuous if q < co. 
7. HILBERT SPACE 
In this section we prove a stronger version of Theorem 6.1 for unitary 
group representations. The Hilbert space theorem has a much easier proof 
resulting from combination of the methods of [Rob21 with the regulariza- 
tion procedure of Section 3. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let (#, G, U) be a unitary representation of the Lie 
group G on the Hilbert space X and K a dissipative Lipschitz operator. 
Further let A = -Cf= 1 dU(xi)2 be the Laplacian associated with some basis 
x1, . . . . xd of the Lie algebra 8. 
It follows that the closure of PA + K generates a continuous contraction 
semtgroup T B SI s X, and T B I Jr”l is II . (I ,-continuous. 
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Proof Since A?’ is reflexive it follows from the Lipschitz condition that 
KXm E & (see Corollary 6.2). Then the Lipschitz condition implies 
lItad dU(Xi))(K)all G ci ll~lll 
for some cj>O and all UEYQ, i=l, . . . . d. Hence (add)(K) can be 
estimated as a quadratic form by 
I(a, (ad AWW)l = ? {(dU(xJa, (ad dU(xi))(K)b) 
i=l 
- (a, (ad dU(xi))(K) dU(xi)b)I I 
G C(ll41 . ll4l 1 + II4 . 11412). 
But Nelson established [Nell, Lemma 6.11 that a unitary representation 
has regularity properties similar to those used earlier for Lipschitz spaces. 
In particular )I .[I, is equivalent o the norm a E $ w I( (I+ A)‘/2ull and I( . II 2 
is equivalent to UH ][(I+ d)ull (see [Rob3, Lemma 1.71 for a simple proof 
of these results). Therefore if H, = /?A + K one has the estimate 
I(a, (ad A)(H,P)l GC’(II(Z+A)“241 . lIV+~)‘~*~ll + IId . IIU+AVdl). 
(7.1) 
Now we can use the arguments of [Rob21 to prove that Rfi is a 
generator. Since H, is dissipative it suffices to prove that the range of 
(I+ &HP) is dense in % for all small E > 0. But if this is not the case then 
there is an a E X such that 
(a, U+ &H,T) S,,a) = 0, (7.2) 
for all t >O, where S,=exp{ - tA} and we use the fact that S,X’L~~. 
Now one estimates from (7.1), (7.2) and dissipativity of H, that 
ll~,4* = E WS,a, H&a) + da, (ad H&%) &a) 
<e ‘ds Ita, S,-Aad ANffg) S,+,aN I 0 
<EC” Ilull j-’ ds{ II(Z+ A)‘/* S,-,I[ . II(Z+ A)“’ S,+sll 
0 
+ lItI+ A) S,+,II >. 
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But it is an easy consequence of spectral theory that the integral is 
uniformly bounded for t E (0,l). Hence taking the limit t + 0 one finds 
llal12 Q EC” Ilal12. 
Therefore if E < l/c” one must have a = 0 and hence the range of (I+ sHB) 
is dense. Hence R, generates a continuous contraction semigroup TB. 
Note that the same argument can be applied to each HP,,= /Id + K,, 
where K, is a positive C” -regularization of K, to deduce that R,, 
generates a semigroup TB,f. But ifs, is any net of positive regularizations 
such that f0 + 6 weak* in C,(G)* it follows from the Lipschitz condition 
that 
lim II(KfO-K)a(l =0 
0 
for all a E &&. Since Xm is a core of K one concludes that 
lim II(TF&- Tt)ull =0 
c7 
uniformly for t in any finite interval of IF! + (see, for example, [BrR, 
Theorem 3.1.281). 
In order to establish that TsX, c q it is first necessary to argue that 
TB$fXm G sm. This follows because K,, or HP,/, satisfies multi-com- 
mutator estimates imilar to (4.6). For this it is again important that II . II n 
is equivalent to UEX~H )I(Z+d)“‘*ull by the results of Nelson [Nell]. 
Once these estimates are established one can give a straightforward proof 
that TB*fX, c_ tim by the method of [Rob2, Theorem 2.171. 
At this point we aim to estimate the norm of TBxf on ZI and for this it 
is convenient to introduce the equivalent norm 111. II/ I by 
Ill”lll~= ll”l12+ 5 llXiul12= Ilull*+ lld”2ul12~ 
i=l 
where Xi = dU(xi). Now with this definition one has 
Ill~l~llll =w,~l12 + 11~,~“2~112)“2~ lll~llll 
for all a E %. Moreover setting Tf = T",f one also has 
lll~~~lll~Qioi2+j~~~ll~~~X,)~~~~~ll+ll~~~,ol)” 
(7.3) 
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where we have used the contractivity of Tf and the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality. But a Duhamel estimate using the Lipschitz condition and the 
equivalence of the norms 1) . I( 1 and 1(1.1/l r establishes that there is a k > 0 
such that 
for sufficiently large o. Therefore one has the integral inequality 
which leads by iteration to the bound 
Ill T$dll 1 6 lll4ll 1 exp{kt Ilf IId 
Finally, using a Trotter product formula argument as in the proof of 
Corollary 6.3 but based on (7.2), (7.3), and (7.4), one establishes that 
IIV- V9) Tf4llt G IiF Jiimrn Il(Sos,n T$,)“~ll 1 
6 lll4ll 1 ek’*. 
Thus TBZl E XI and 
III Tf4II I d (1 + 4 lll4ll I ek’l. 
The I( . /I ,-continuity of Tp follows because (PA + K) Zm G XI. 
We conclude by remarking that since TBX; c g and TB is II . (I ,-con- 
tinuous it follows that TBRy c XY for all y = (a, q) with CLE (0, l), 
q E [ 1, co], or a = 1, q = co, and if q < co then TB I YY is 11. II,,-continuous. 
Moreover, if q = 2 then it follows from the charactertzation of J$ in terms 
of the heat semigroup S that ZY=O(A”‘) and II .I(? is equivalent to the 
graph norm a E D(d”‘) H Ilu(l + Ild’/2ulj. Thus TBD(dm’2) 5 D(LI”/~) for all 
a E (0, l] in agreement with the conclusions of [Rob2]. 
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